
A guide for educators beginning 
their Minecraft journey with 

Microsoft Dream Space and 
RTÉjr



This teacher guide aims to empower educators to explore 
Minecraft: Education Edition in their classrooms, allowing their 

students to achieve more through game-based learning.

By bringing together game play and a range of subject areas 
from the Irish primary school curriculum, this guide has been 

created and curated in the hopes that you can see how easy it is 
for Minecraft: Education Edition to be integrated into your 

classroom. 

Each chapter contains teacher guidance on the weekly Dream 
Space TV episode, general Minecraft tips, student activities and 

worksheets, as well as useful links for the digital content 
involved.

This guide has been carefully built out by the Microsoft Dream 
Space team. Corey Hughes is a secondary school/Youthreach
teacher and during her time in Dream Space has worked on 

training teachers in Minecraft: Education Edition. Michael Barrett 
is a primary school teacher who has aligned our Dream Space TV 

episodes to curriculum areas with an emphasis on Maths, 
English, History, Science and Digital Literacy.

This teacher guide was also completed with the help and 
consultation of experienced primary school teachers in Ailbhe 

Ford and Niamh Brady. Editing and proofing was also completed 
by Prof. Deirdre Butler, Assistant Prof. Dennis Moynihan and the 
final year Bachelor of Education students in DCU St. Patrick’s.

A thank you to Hugh Meenagh for aligning this guide and our 
supplemented curriculum guide to the Northern Irish 

curriculum. 
And finally, to the Minecraft: Education Edition team for all of the 

support. 

Get ready, 
The worlds is yours. 
The future is MINE.
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Minecraft: Education Edition offers a great way to engage pupils and
educators in creative projects, problem solving and celebrating the
community. In each episode, the Dream Space team will present the
pupils with a challenge and these challenges provide an opportunity
for educators to use Minecraft to inspire pupils in core school subjects,
local issues, real-world problems and history.

These Minecraft: Education Edition Dream Space TV episodes start by
posing a challenge to pupils and inviting them to design solutions: for
example, build a futuristic car, design a sustainable version of your
school, architect your dream home, or recreate a scene from history or
local landmark.

Challenges don’t have to be competitive; they can be an exciting way to
bring the community together to solve a problem and celebrate the
ideas and creativity of the pupils. Adding an air of competition can be
motivating though so at the end of these six episodes Microsoft,
Minecraft: Education Edition and RTÉjr will be hosting a final where the
top competition builds from each province will go head-to-head for a
grand prize! Details of the competition will be sent to your registered
email.

source: www.education.Minecraft.net

Operating System Software

Windows Windows 10

Mac MacOS Sierra 10.13 and up

iOS iOS 10 or higher

Chromebook Chrome OS version 83

http://www.education.Minecraft.net/


Minecraft: Education Edition is an open-world game that promotes
creativity, collaboration, and problem-solving in an immersive
environment where the only limit is your imagination.

Classroom Friendly

Minecraft: Education Edition offers special features for educators such
as easy tutorials, classroom management tools, secure sign-in,
classroom collaboration and tons of sample lessons, plus a global
network of mentors and tech support.

Real Learning Outcomes

Educators are using Minecraft: Education Edition to teach a range of
subjects, from history and geography to sustainability and
mathematics, and can map lessons directly to specific learning
outcomes and curriculum standards.

Build 21st Century Skills

Minecraft: Education Edition helps prepare pupils for the future
workplace, building skills like collaboration, communication, critical
thinking and systems thinking. The open learning environment gives
pupils the freedom to experiment, encouraging creative self-
expression and problem solving. Minecraft: Education Edition also
helps in preparing pupils for lifelong learning and the future
workplace.

Learn to Code in Minecraft

Code Builder is a feature that allows pupils to learn
coding in Minecraft using tools including Code.org,
Tynker, Scratch and Microsoft MakeCode. pupils can use
blocks of code or JavaScript/Python to build and create
in Minecraft.



▪ Use arrow keys to navigate all menus on PC.
▪ Use the Escape key as a shortcut to go back to the previous

selection or close the current screen on PC.
▪ Some screens, like the Play screen, contain tabs that are used to

navigate different sections of the screen. Use the Tab and arrow
keys (on a keyboard) to switch between tabs.

Minecraft: Education Edition includes a dedicated Accessibility Menu
in it’s Settings for easy access to accessibility features. To view the
Accessibility Menu on Education Edition, select Settings from the main
menu and then the Accessibility submenu. This is where options are
displayed by default.
The following settings and features can be found in this Accessibility
menu.

Minecraft: Education Edition includes the ability to navigate menus in
an accessible way using a keyboard and touch (using English as a
language).

▪ If you have a screen reader enabled in your platform settings,
Minecraft: Education Edition will automatically enable menu UI
narration when the game is launched.

▪ You can manage the ability to recognize platform settings using
the Enable Text to Speech with Device Settings toggle.

▪ Menu UI narration can be enabled and disabled in the Accessibility
Menu in Settings using the Enable UI Screen Reader toggle.

▪ Use the Enable Text To Speech For Chat toggle to enable text-to-
speech for chat.

▪ Use the Enable Open Chat Message toggle to turn on or off the 
notification that the chat window is open.

▪ Use the keyboard shortcut Ctrl+B at any point during a game 
session to enable text-to-speech for chat.



There are a variety of options to change the appearance of chat text.
Click the gear icon next to the chat input box to access the Chat
Settings menu and change how your chat font appears. Settings
include:
•Mute All Chat toggle
•Text To Speech For Chat toggle
•Font type
•Size
•Line Spacing
•Text Colour
•My Mentions Colour

Use Single Sign-On to enable Minecraft: Education Edition to
remember login information. This allows pupils to open the game
without having to type in their credentials each time Minecraft:
Education Edition is opened.
You can enable/disable SSO using the Enable Single Sign On toggle
on the Profile screen in Settings

▪ Navigate to previously sent chat messages using the arrow keys 
on a keyboard.

▪ Use the Escape key when you have the text field selected to back 
out and navigate the chat screen on keyboard.

Immersive Reader embeds text reading and comprehension
capabilities into Minecraft: Education Edition. This option help users
of any age and reading ability with features like reading aloud,
translating languages, and focusing attention through highlighting
and other design elements. Click “i” or select the Immersive Reader
icon next to text in the game to activate the feature.



The Keyboard & Mouse, Controller and Touch screens in the Settings
menu offer a variety of ways to re-map controls to allow players to
configure gameplay to best suit their needs. (Use of a controller is not
supported for many features in Minecraft: Education Edition, such as
the CodeBuilder). Click here to find out more about Re-Mapping
controls.

Auto Jump is a great feature to reduce repetitive button/key presses.
Use the Auto Jump toggle on the Keyboard & Mouse, Controller and
Touch screens to enable or disable this feature. (Use of a controller is
not supported for many features in Minecraft: Education Edition, such
as the CodeBuilder).



Episode 1 (Building Your Dream Home):
This episode includes a basic introduction to Minecraft: Education
Edition. Pupils will learn how to navigate and build in Minecraft:
Education Edition.

Episode 2 (Building a Mars Rover):
Space! Everyone’s favourite topic. Join the Dream Space team to
discover our solar system and build our very own Mars rover.

Episode 3 (Building Your Own Island):
Based on the book Kensuke's Kingdom by Michael Morpurgo the
Dream Space team become trapped on a desert island! But don’t
worry in this episode we learn about coordinates and build
commands which can help us bulk build.

Episode 4 (Lessons in Good Trouble):
This lesson allows pupils to explore important movements in the past
and the present. Meet Malala Yousafzai and learn about equal
education for all, or travel to the USA in 2020 to talk to activists about
the Black Lives Matter Movement.

Episode 5 (Coding in Minecraft):
Its time to meet the agent! In this episode pupils are going to become
Artic explorers and learn how to code in Minecraft: Education Edition.

Episode 6 (Competition):
IT’S COMPETITION TIME. In this episode the Dream Space team
discuss what pupils will need in order to be ready to submit an entry
for our “Ireland’s Future is Mine” Competition.





▪ Area
▪ Length and Width 
▪ Perimeter
▪ Using keyboard and 

mouse / IT. Skills

▪ Before the lesson, ensure your devices are charged and in good
working order.

▪ Consider the grouping of pupils before the lesson, as it may be
worth assigning pupils to work together in pairs/groups for the
duration of the lessons in the Dream Space TV series.

▪ If some pupils have experience of using Minecraft, consider
pairing those pupils up with others in the class, who are new to
the platform.

▪ Revise the school rules for using laptops/devices in the classroom
before starting the lesson.

▪ Create a class contract for behaviour expectations during game
play. See our example contract here.

▪ This lesson can be completed individually, in pairs or in small
groups, to allow for different availability of devices in each school.

▪ Have Minecraft: Education Edition preinstalled on devices ahead
of the lesson. Be sure they are all the same version.

▪ Blocks: The basic 
units of structure in 
Minecraft that can be 
directly placed in the 
game world.

https://aka.ms/IFIM/DreamSpaceTV1


▪ Building Skills
▪ Creativity
▪ Critical Thinking
▪ Communication

▪ Research types of homes, 
for example houses,
apartments, and cottages
and talk about different
types of housing.

▪ Map out your idea 
using graph paper and
calculate the area of 
your home by using the 
math equation: Area =
Length x Width.

▪ What materials do you
think you will need to 
build your home?

▪ Research sustainability 
and design a garden for 
your home to help the 
people who are going to 
live there be more
sustainable.

▪ What do plants need
to grow? Talk about 
the process as a
class.

▪ Document your
learning with the 
formative assessment
tools.

PDMU
Theme: Self-Awareness 

Communication
Strand: Talking and Listening 

Mathematics
Strand: Measures –
Shape and Space 

Science
Focus: Interdependence 



This episode was developed to teach children the basics of
Minecraft: Education Edition. In this lesson children will build
their very own dream home and sustainable garden.

90 minutes
(about 1 and a half hours)

: Communication, Critical Thinking, Collaboration,
Creativity.

The child will be enabled to:
▪ Log on to Minecraft: Education Edition using their email

address and password provided to them by their teacher.
▪ Navigate the Minecraft: Education Edition home screen,

locate settings and change their skin.
▪ Navigate the world of Minecraft and use the necessary

controls to move.
▪ Locate and use their inventory and begin to place and

destroy blocks.
▪ Use formative assessment tools such as chalk boards and

camera to showcase their learning.

▪ Plan, design and build a dream home.
▪ Plan, design and build a sustainable garden.
▪ Showcase learning using formative assessment tools in

Minecraft: Education Edition.



Welcome to Dream Space TV! Minecraft is a well-known word
in your pupils’ world, but have they heard of Minecraft:
Education Edition? Using this worksheet get pupils to write
down everything they know about Minecraft and then
compare how they feel Minecraft: Education Edition will
differ.

In this part of the episode the Dream Space team talk
through why they love Minecraft: Education Edition. This will
showcase to pupils the differences between the Minecraft
game, and the education edition to get them started on this
journey. The Dream Space team mention worlds, lessons and
biomes. Check out this page to learn more.

In this section the Dream Space team will bring pupils
through how to move in Minecraft using the different
controls for either laptop users or tablet device users. Pupils
should watch the Dream Space team carefully before
following the practice instructions on screen. For a recap on
how to move in Minecraft please click here. Pupils will also
learn about their inventory, how to access it and how to place
items into their hotbar. To revise how this is done check out
this page. Finally, pupils will learn how to build by placing
and destroying blocks!



Now is a good time for pupils to practice the skills that they
have just watched. Allowing five minutes for this is sufficient
but please give another five minutes to allow pupils to get
logged on and enter the world. They should be working in
“Biomes and Worlds → Biomes → Blocks of Grass”.

Teacher Tip: Once logged on, ask pupils to adjust their sound
settings. Also let pupils choose a skin that they feel best
represents them.

In this section pupils are just required to sit tight and watch
how the Dream Space team go about producing a plan for
their builds. Planning is going to be extremely important to
not only each episode but the final build competition itself.
Remember: Plan, Do, Review.

Now it is time for pupils to plan their build using this
worksheet. After pupils have completed their plan, they
should watch how the Dream Space team completed their
build to see how they got on and any changes that might
need to be made. Pupils will not be required to complete
their build yet as we have even more fun in store!



Reviewing our work is always important because we can
always make improvements on a first iteration. Watch how
the Dream Space team work collaboratively to discuss what
they could have done differently.

The Dream Space team have made a plan for their
sustainable garden, and they want flowers and plants! As a
class using this worksheet discuss what factors flowers
need to grow.

Teacher Tip: This could be an excellent opportunity to create a
separate lesson around photosynthesis, or even potentially as
homework providing pupils with these worksheets where they
can learn more about the topic.

After reviewing their dream home, the Dream Space team
have decided that they would like to add in a sustainable
garden! Pupils should watch along and see how they devise
a plan for this garden.

Teacher Tip: Sustainability is very topical and important. This
could be a good opportunity to teach pupils about the idea of
sustainability, what it is and how as a class you could become
more sustainable. Check out these worksheets that you can
add into lessons or provide pupils with to complete for
homework.

https://aka.ms/MEEGoldenAppleWorsheets
https://aka.ms/MEEGoldenAppleWorsheets


In this part of the episode the Dream Space team teach
pupils how to build a garden. There is some new features
being used that pupils will not have seen during the house
build. For example, pupils will learn how to plant flowers
which requires the use of a hoe and some seeds. They will
also learn about bone meal, which is used for speeding up
growth. Along with this, pupils will learn how to find animals
in their inventory and how to spawn them. For a quick recap
check out this page here.

Formative assessment tools, a teacher's best friend! This is
how we can get pupils to showcase what they have learnt
through the medium of Minecraft: Education Edition. In this
episode the Dream Space team introduce pupils to posters,
the camera and the portfolio. One thing to note is that these
tools are unique to Minecraft: Education Edition so even your
resident Minecraft class champions will not have seen them
before. To have a look over what these are check out this
page here and here. To look at how these formative
assessment tools compare to your regular classroom
assessment tools check out this page.

It’s time for your class to take on this episode’s build
challenge. Once your pupils have completed their plans for
the home and garden give them time to build. Once they
have completed their build it’s time to review, is there
anything you would have done differently?
Finally, be sure your pupils showcase their learning with
formative assessment tools. This is of huge importance in
this series and competition!



Pairing novice Minecraft pupils with experienced Minecraft 
pupils is recommended when using Minecraft: Education 
Edition in the classroom. 

The KWL Chart is an active reading strategy, designed by
Donna Ogle in 1986, that can start pupils thinking about
what they already know about a topic. Activating prior
knowledge is important because it helps pupils make
connections to the new information they will be learning. By
tapping into what pupils already know, teachers can assist
pupils with the learning process.
The traditional KWL Chart can be used with a new topic in
any content area to start pupils thinking about what they
Know about a topic, what they Want to know about that
topic, and what they have Learned at the end of the unit. A
KWL Chart can be used as an assessment for learning tool
because a teacher can quickly tell what pupils already know
and understand about a topic. Click here to check out our
KWL chart.

Source: KWL chart. | PDST.

In episode one the Dream Space team give pupils their first
challenge, to build their dream home. For pupils with
experience in Minecraft that may be looking for an added
challenge, get them to build their sustainable garden as an
extension of the lesson.

https://pdst.ie/node/961


Accessing the Homepage

There are a few options to
choose from when you first log
on to Minecraft: Education
Edition

1) Play – This is where pupils
can access worlds, lessons
and biomes.

2) New and Featured – Have a
look in here to find new
worlds and lessons for your
classroom!

3) Settings – This is where
teachers can adjust sound,
locate accessibility features
and manage certain controls
such as keyboard shortcuts
and mouse movements.

4) Switch Accounts – This is
where pupils can log in and
out of their account.

Through your C2K Managed
Service, you and your school
should have free access to
Minecraft: Education Edition
accounts for all your students. For
more information check out this
information sheet on the C2K
exchange.

So now its time to get logged in!
Pupils should log in with the email
address and passwords provided by
C2K.

Need support, why not join the C2K
Minecraft: Education Edition
community Teams channel?

https://www.c2kexchange.net/documentcentre/Documents/EN165%20-%20Using%20Minecraft%20Education%20Edition.pdf
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/team/19%3a7ef95e8508db452e9bf14b0d174bcb23%40thread.tacv2/conversations?groupId=6024df36-921b-4ee9-814c-47b1c34ee147&tenantId=388227fb-de44-460e-8190-05402b898da8


Once you click the option to “Play” you will be brought to this page.

View My Worlds – This is where pupils can access their saved work.

View Library – The library contains pre-made lessons in a range of

different subject areas such as Mathematics, Science, Art, and

Language Arts. It also contains monthly build challenges set out by the

Minecraft: Education Edition team.

Create New – Allows pupils to create new worlds.
Join World – This is where pupils can access the multiplayer

function of Minecraft: Education Edition in order to collaborate.

Import – This is where pupils can upload a saved .mc file from their

local device (Minecraft worlds save as a .mc file). This may come in

super important so to learn more watch this 1 minute video.

https://aka.ms/MEEImportandExport


We start this episode in the Blocks of Grass biome. Here are the
steps to access it:
Step 1: Go to the Minecraft: Education Edition Homepage
Step 2: Click on Play
Step 3: Click on View My Library
Step 4: Click on Biomes & Worlds
Step 5: Go into Biomes
Click 5: From the list, choose Blocks of Grass
Step 6: Create world

Movement - Using 
a Laptop Device

Movement - Using a
Touchscreen Device

These are the
directional
controls.

The ellipsis (3 
dots) will bring 

you to the 
inventory.

This diamond on the right-
hand side of the screen 

gives you the ability to fly.

Teacher Tip: Right and left clicking
too hard with just a track pad?

You can assign different controls to 
different keys in Settings.



In episode one the Dream Space team are in Creative Mode, which
means they have access to all materials in Minecraft: Education Edition.
Creative mode allows pupils to build, imagine and create with no
limitations. There are two other modes; survival and adventure. You can
change the mode in Settings -> Game -> Default Game Mode

To access the inventory, laptop users can press E on the keyboard and
touchscreen users can press the ellipsis on their hot bar.

To take an item from the inventory, pupils just click on the item they
want and put it into their hot bar. Think of the hot bar as pockets that
the avatar has, and each item dragged into the hot bar is going into
their pockets so they can use them throughout the build.

Hot Bar➔



There are a couple of ways you can access your items from your
inventory.
1) If you’re using a mouse with a scroll button you can use the scroll

to jump between items in your hot bar.
2) If you’re using a laptop device you can use the numbers at the top

of your keyboard to jump between items, for example if you press
number 3 on your keyboard the 3rd item in your hot bar will be
used.

3) If you’re using a touchscreen device, you can simply touch the item
you want to use.

Pick the item in your inventory that you want to build with and using
right click place your block, or touch and hold where you want to place
your block if you’re on a touch screen. When placing blocks look out for
the black outline, this will guide you and make sure you’re placing the
block exactly where you want it to be.
Now let’s learn how to destroy
blocks, to do this we simply left click
on the block, or if you’re on a
touchscreen hold down on the block
until it is destroyed.

Sometimes it can take a while to
get used to placing and destroying
blocks so be sure to take some
time to practice this as this skill
will play an important role when
taking on episode build
challenges.



Skins in Minecraft refer to the avatar that is being used by the pupil.
Skins can be changed by clicking the hanger icon underneath the
avatar.

In Minecraft: Education Edition there is a range of skins
a student can choose from, anything from everyday
heros to country folk and scientists.

Pressing the Esc button, or the pause button if
you are using a touchscreen device, will bring
you to a menu that will allow you to save your
progress. Remember you can then find your
saved work in “My Worlds”.

Make sure pupils are using correct naming
conventions so that it is easier for them to find
their work.

Please note: Games are saved locally to the
device and not the account.



In this episode the Dream Space team introduced tools that can help
pupils document their learning, also known as formative assessment
tools, this is one thing that sets Minecraft: Education Edition apart from
regular Minecraft, these features are only available in the education
edition and allows pupils to document and track learning through
game-based learning.

These can be found in your
inventory by simply searching
for a slate, poster or board.
They are placed just like 
blocks and are useful for 
when pupils are trying to 
showcase certain features of 
their world.

This is also found in the inventory, and like blocks you can
right click to place, and to take a picture you right click on
the camera, be sure to smile!

The camera is used for
pupils to track and take
pictures of what they are
building, it is a nice way for
them to show the progress
of their build. These photos
can be then used in their
book and quill
to tell a story.

https://aka.ms/LearnToPlayCamera

https://aka.ms/LearnToPlayBoards

https://aka.ms/LearnToPlayCamera
https://aka.ms/LearnToPlayBoards


This can also be found in your inventory by searching
book and quill. You may get a few options coming up,
but this is the icon you are looking for. The book and
quill is an excellent way for pupils to practice their
language arts skills.

It gives pupils the opportunity to record adventures and tell stories. It
provides a space for text and photos.

As you can see
there is some
options down the
bottom. In order
these are:
▪ Previous page
▪ Insert a new

page
▪ Insert a photo
▪ Delete
▪ Next page

Finally, you can sign your book and export it to
your device as a PDF, then use the Q keyboard
button (press and hold if on touchscreen) to
drop your book in your world for visitors to read!
Or why not leave it in a chest for future
adventurers to find.
Your book will go purple once it’s ready to read.

https://aka.ms/LearnToPlayBookandQuill

https://aka.ms/LearnToPlayBookandQuill


Traditional Formative Assessment 
Methods

Minecraft: Education Edition 
Assessment Tool Equivalent 

The formative assessment tools found in Minecraft: Education Edition 
are intended to supplement other approaches you may already use 
in your classroom. Find a table below that shows the appropriate tool 
for various traditional assessment methods. 

Please note: These formative assessment tools can be gradually 
introduced into the classroom lesson by lesson; it is up to the discretion of 
the teacher.

Slates, Posters, and Boards 

Camera

Book and Quill

Exit cards

Peer/Self-assessment

Portfolio Summarising

Draw it! Observation

Think-Pair-Share



Tips for creating a sustainable garden

In this episode the Dream Space team plan, design and build a garden
that can help people who live in the home become more sustainable.
We discussed what plants need to grow and hopefully this has brought
up a scientific discussion in class (see student worksheet section).

In Minecraft: Education Edition we can spawn animals that can live in
our garden and produce food for us. This is done by going into the
inventory and searching for an animal name for example chicken, or
you can search for “spawn” and you will be provided with all animals
possible of spawning.

Just like blocks, we spawn these animals by bringing them into our hot
bar and then right clicking on where we want to place them in our
world.



Finally, there is a way in which we can speed up the growth of the seeds,
and we do this by using bone meal which can also be found in the
inventory and looks like this. To use, bring it into your hot bar, select
bone meal and right click on the seeds you want to grow.

Tips for creating a sustainable garden

We can also plant seeds in Minecraft Education Edition by using certain
tools such as a hoe. This can be found in your inventory and to garden
the soil with the hoe you simply right click or touch and hold if on a
touchscreen device.

Next, we can go into our inventory and look for seeds, to plant the
seeds we simply right click or press and hold.



Finished this episode’s challenge and worksheets?

Check out the worlds below to explore some of this episode’s topics in
more detail. Each link will bring you to a page on the Minecraft:
Education Edition site, where you can download the world file.

Use the town square or the open 
build areas and see where this town 
takes you.

https://aka.ms/MEESTARTERTOWN

Explore and learn how to calculate 
area.

https://aka.ms/MEEAREAWORLD

This world is a space to explore 
aspects of sustainable living, from 
forestry to wastewater, recycling to 
clean energy, and more!

https://aka.ms/MEESUSTAINABILITYCITY

https://aka.ms/MEESTARTERTOWN
https://aka.ms/MEEAREAWORLD
https://aka.ms/MEESUSTAINABILITYCITY


Minecraft Mind Map
Write down everything you know about Minecraft.

How do you think Minecraft: Education Edition will be
different?

Student Name:

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________



Plan your Dream Home
Use the grid below to plan your dream home.
Be sure to label your furniture.
1 Square = 1 Minecraft Block

Perimeter = m Area = m²

Student Name:



Our Garden

What do plants need
to grow and survive? Why? Picture

Plants
need

Plants
need

Plants
need

Plants
need

What do you think sustainability means?

What can we do to be more sustainable?

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Student Name:





▪ Earth and Living Things
▪ Using keyboard and 

mouse / IT. Skills

▪ These resources could be used in a Science/Space Week lesson, so
the pupils would build on their knowledge from the Dream Space
TV lesson.

▪ Before the lesson, ensure your devices are charged and in good
working order.

▪ Consider the grouping of children before the lesson, as it may be
worth assigning children to work together in pairs/groups for the
duration of the lessons in the Dream Space TV series.

▪ Revise the school rules for using laptops/devices in the classroom
before starting the lesson.

▪ Remind pupils about behaviour expectations during game play.
▪ This lesson can be completed individually, in pairs or in small

groups, to allow for different availability of devices in each school.
▪ Have Minecraft: Education Edition preinstalled on devices ahead

of the lesson. Be sure they are all the same version.
▪ There are extra resources and extension activities available for

early finishers.

▪ Biome: Regions in the 
Minecraft world that 
have their own 
climatic and 
environmental 
features.

https://aka.ms/IFIM/DreamSpaceTV2


▪ Communication
▪ Critical Thinking
▪ Creativity

▪ The Perseverance rover is
equipped with an
extraordinary set of tools
including a robotic arm and
a rotary percussive drill to
collect core samples of Mars
rock. Your challenge is to 
build your own Mars rover in
Minecraft in preparation of
the next giant leap,
launching astronauts to
Mars!

▪ What scientific questions
would you ask to determine
if Mars is safe for humans to
land?

▪ What's the weather like?
▪ Can you grow crops?
▪ Was there ever water on the

surface?
▪ What data will you need to

collect to answer these
questions?

Source: www.education.Minecraft.net

Geography
Strand: Natural environments

Science
Focus: Place 

Mathematics
Strand: Measures – Shape and 
Space

Communication 
Strand: Writing

http://www.education.Minecraft.net/


NASA Resources

https://aka.ms/NASAMars2020 is a great website and the one which is
referenced to in this episode.

There are plenty of
resources to discover 
on this webpage such
as:

Quick Facts: This will tell you briefly what the Perseverance Rover is all
about.
Explore Rover in 3D: This is where pupils can learn about the names 
of the parts on the rover, such as the brains, the arms etc.
Photobooth: This is where pupils can take photos on Mars.

Send your name to Mars: This is a boarding pass 
that pupils can write their name on to be sent on
the next Mars mission.

Pupils can also explore the landing site for the 
Mars Perseverance Rover and meet the
‘Martians’ that worked on the Rover.

In this episode the Dream Space team work within the Mars Rover
World.
This can be found in View Library➔Monthly Build Challenges.

https://aka.ms/NASAMars2020


Here at Dream Space, we know that pupils love to learn about all
things Space! Here are some further resources about the Mars
Perseverance Rover to help further excite the pupils about all
things Science 

1) Learn about the four key science objectives in the Mars
Perseverance Rover mission.

https://aka.ms/NASAMars2020Objectives

2) Mars in a Minute is a collection of one-minute videos explaining all
things Mars for pupils.

https://aka.ms/NASAMars2020Videos
- Search for Mars in a Minute in the "Series" dropdown

3) Scientific Instruments is a webpage that explains how the
Perseverance Rover is built and what instruments are required for a
Rover like this to complete its mission.

https://aka.ms/NASAMars2020Instruments

https://aka.ms/NASAMars2020Objectives
https://aka.ms/NASAMars2020Videos
https://aka.ms/NASAMars2020Instruments


Finished this episode’s challenge and worksheets?

Check out the worlds below to explore some of this episode’s topics in
more detail. Each link will bring you to a page on the Minecraft:
Education Edition site, where you can download the world file.

Pupils will learn about rockets and
how astronauts get to the ISS on
one. They will also build a hands-on
rocket as well as one in Minecraft.

https://aka.ms/MEEROCKETSAWAY

Pupils will recreate an area of Earth
in Minecraft after exploring images
of Earth from the ISS.

https://aka.ms/MEESEEINGEARTHFROMTHEISS

Pupils will explore how solar energy
powers the ISS. They will also
understand how robotic tools help
astronauts fix items in space.

https://aka.ms/MEESOLARPANELSETBACK

https://aka.ms/MEEROCKETSAWAY
https://aka.ms/MEESEEINGEARTHFROMTHEISS
https://aka.ms/MEESOLARPANELSETBACK


Solar System Mind Map
Write down everything you know about our solar system.

How many planets from our solar system can you name?

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

7. 8.

Student Name:



Mnemonic Devices & Scientific Research
Mnemonic devices help us to remember information.
Corey uses this mnemonic device to remember the order of 
the planets from the sun.

Make your own mnemonic device.

What scientific questions would you ask before you would
go to Mars?

1.

2.

3.

Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune

My Very Excited Mother Just Served Us Nachos

Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune

M V E M J S U N

Student Name:



Plan your Mars Rover
Use the table below to help design your rover.
Make sure it can complete NASA’s mission.
Keep in mind the materials you will use.

Sketch your Mars Rover.

What will be the name 
of your rover?

How will your rover 
move around?

How will your rover 
take in its 

environment?

How will your rover 
collect samples to send 

back to Earth?

What special feature 
will your rover have?

Student Name:





▪ Scales
▪ Coordinates
▪ Compass Directions
▪ Using keyboard and 

mouse / IT. Skills

▪ In the case of a 3rd/4th Class or multigrade class, the teacher can
demonstrate this lesson on the classroom computer and
whiteboard until the Multiplayer section of the video (18:43),
allowing the pupils/groups to join the world created by and
controlled by the class teacher.

▪ When grouping pupils to work together, consider ability levels in
using Minecraft, Literacy and Mathematics. Grouping children
with mixed ability to assist collaboration and cooperation.

▪ In some school contexts, it may be worthwhile to complete a prior
lesson, introducing children to scales in Mathematics and
coordinates.

▪ Revise the school rules for using laptops/devices in the classroom
before starting the lesson.

▪ Remind pupils about behaviour expectations during game play.
▪ This lesson can be completed individually, in pairs or in small

groups, to allow for different availability of devices in each school.
▪ Minecraft: Education Edition has an added extension app called

classroom mode. Although not necessary it can be extremely
beneficial for multiplayer. Find out more about that here.

▪ Commands: In 
Minecraft, game 
commands can be 
used to change game 
modes, time, weather, 
summon mobs or 
objects and more.

https://aka.ms/IFIM/DreamSpaceTV3


▪ Building Skills
▪ Creativity
▪ Critical Thinking
▪ Communication
▪ Collaboration

▪ Read an excerpt from
▪ Kensuke’s Kingdom.

▪ Plan, design and build a
map of an island
making sure it is to
scale.

▪ Work collaboratively as
a group and divide and
conquer on your tasks

▪ Use the /fill command
to build in bulk.

▪ Use formative assessment
tools to showcase
learning.

▪ Finally using the book and
quill, pupils should
compose a story that
starts with the sentence:

“I woke up stranded on a
desert Island”.

Communication
Strand: Reading

Mathematics
Strand: Number

Geography
Strand: Natural environments

PDMU
Theme: Learning to Learn



The Dream Space team are using the Ocean Biome in this episode. The
Ocean Biome can be found in ➔View Library➔Biomes and Worlds.

Controlling a boat in Minecraft is the same as moving, we use the WASD
keys to go left, right, forwards and backwards. The only difference is
how do we exit and enter the boat? Right click to enter the boat and
jump to exit the boat.

The Dream Space team are using ratios to draw a map of their Island to
scale. This can be a useful exercise for pupils to do using graph paper.
In Minecraft, the Dream Space team make ten blocks equal to one
square of graph paper.

Coordinates in Minecraft: Education Edition



X: The X axis in Minecraft: Education Edition runs from East to West –
West to East (left and right).
Y: The Y axis in Minecraft Education Edition runs up and down. When
pupils fly up to the sky, and fall down to the ground, or even dig into the
ground they are working on the Y axis.
Z: The Z axis in Minecraft Education refers to depth, and runs from
North to South – South to North (forwards and backwards).

Click here for an enlarged image to display on your whiteboard.

Coordinates are going to be hugely important throughout this episode
and in Minecraft: Education Edition in general. They allow pupils to
spawn to specific locations in the worlds and build on a greater scale.

https://aka.ms/MEEDirections


There are many commands that can be used in Minecraft: Education
Edition, here are a list of some of the most popular ones that pupils
can use:

/setworldspawn
Will spawn all players who join the world to the specific location you're
standing in when you set it.

/weather clear
Clears the weather so it is not raining or thundering while trying to
work within a Minecraft world.

/alwaysday
Makes sure that the time set is always during the day so pupils can
work with daylight and not in the dark.

/gamerule showcoordinates true
Brings up coordinates up on the screen so pupils can see where they
are located in the world.

There are more commands that might be useful throughout your
classrooms Minecraft: Education Edition journey that the Dream Space
team might not have used. Find a list of them here: Essential
Commands – Minecraft: Education Edition Support.

https://aka.ms/MEEEssentialCommands


After pupils have used the
command to show coordinates,
they should be able to see three
numbers on their screen. These
numbers are (in order) their
current location on the X, Y and
Z axis.

In their plan, the Dream Space team explained that they want an Island
100 blocks outwards, and 120 blocks across which means we are
working with X and Z. Because we are keeping the Island the same
number of blocks on the Y axis (not adding any levels to it) we do not
need to worry about the Y axis in this case.

For our build command to work we need to have a start location and
an end location.

Start Location: -160, 62, 6010

- We want to extend X by 120, Y by 0, Z by 100

End Location: -280, 62, 6110

Now it is time to use the build command to create our island using our
coordinates. We do this by typing the following:

/fill <start coordinates> <end coordinates> <type of block>
/fill -160, 62, 6010 -280, 62, 6110 grass



Step 1: Same Tenancy

Whether you’re playing together in class or remotely from home,
hosting multiplayer games is a great way to encourage collaboration,
communication, and problem solving as pupils work together on
projects in a shared Minecraft world. Minecraft: Education Edition
offers multiplayer functions that connect players through picture-
based join codes so they can play together at the same time in the
same Minecraft world.

Multiplayer games in Minecraft: Education Edition can take place
between users within the same Office 365 Education tenant. For most
users, this means the part of your email address after the “@” symbol
matches that of the other players. pupils taking part in this
competition will all have the same tenant, so this won’t be an issue.

Step 2: Same Version of Minecraft: Education Edition

A single multiplayer game can host a maximum of 30 players and can
connect players across all supported platforms (Windows, MacOS,
Chromebook). All players will need to be running the same version of
Minecraft: Education Edition to be able to host and join worlds
together. If possible, make sure the version of Minecraft Education
Edition is the most up to date.

Step 3: Internet Connection

Multiplayer is possible across different internet connections in
Minecraft: Education Edition. Sometimes pupils can run into difficulty
if there is certain firewalls on their network but in general
multiplayer is possible from different internet connections allowing
multiplayer to be done remotely.



In the classroom, it is good practice to
allocate one student in the group to be
a team leader. The team leader is the
person who sets world spawn and
hosts the world. The team leader
should go to the exit menu where they
can find a tab with four faces. This will
allow them to host a world and provide
them with a password that they can
give to the rest of their team so they
can join the world together.

The team leader can also set
permissions of each person who joins
the world.

Can explore the world but 
can’t interact with blocks or 

items.

Active players that can 
build and destroy blocks.

Operators can set 
player permissions, 

complete commands 
and have more control 

over the world.



Once pupils have the items in their hot bar they should search for a
chest in their inventory.

Pupils should then choose the chest and right click to
place and then right click again to open it. This will
open the chest’s inventory and allow pupils to place
items into it.

The first thing pupils will need to do is fill their hot bar with items they
would like to put in the chest. To do this they will go into their inventory
and drag and drop items into their hot bar.



In this episode, we transferred a popular book, Kensuke’s Kingdom to
Minecraft. A traditional book report relies solely on verbal linguistic
representation but by using a tool like Minecraft, learners that are
logical, mathematical and visual spatial become more engaged.

Teacher Tip: This can be done with any book. First start the lesson
by brainstorming the elements of a traditional book report.

Here are examples of Story Elements:

Characters (Antagonist/Protagonist)
Setting
Plot (Prologue, Exposition, Rising Action, Climax, Falling Action,
Resolution)
Conflict
Theme

Next, in groups pupils should discuss the setting of the book they are
reading. What details, artifacts, visuals do you conjure?

Now it's time to design and build an artifact that represents a story
element from the book. Pupils will design and build an artifact that
represents a story element from said book. This can be a building,
character, or any other element.

Once the artifact has been built
pupils can use the book and quill to
write their book report, finally
signing off and closing it before
leaving it behind in their world for
future adventurers to read.

An example lesson plan on
Kensuke’s Kingdom can be found
here:
https://aka.ms/MinecraftKensuke

https://aka.ms/MinecraftKensuke


Finished this episode’s challenge and worksheets?

Check out the worlds below to explore some of this episode’s topics in
more detail. Each link will bring you to a page on the Minecraft:
Education Edition site, where you can download the world file.

The world of Robert Louis 
Stevenson's Treasure Island 
recreated in Minecraft.

https://aka.ms/MEETREASUREISLAND

This world will help the player 
become familiarized with the 3D 
coordinate system used in Minecraft 
Education Edition.

https://aka.ms/MEECOORDINATESYSTEM

Allow pupils to create and explore 
contour maps within the world of 
Minecraft.

https://aka.ms/MEEEXPLORINGCONTOURMAPS

https://aka.ms/MEETREASUREISLAND
https://aka.ms/MEECOORDINATESYSTEM
https://aka.ms/MEEEXPLORINGCONTOURMAPS


Islands Mind Map
Write down everything you know about islands.

How many islands can you name?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Student Name:



Island to Scale Plan
Use the grid below to plan your island.
Be sure to label the island’s different areas.
My island is inspired by:

Scale: ___ Square = ___ Minecraft Block(s)

Student Name:



Tracking our coordinates
Practice extending X, Y, Z coordinates.
Fill in the tables below using Amanda and
Corey’s formula from today’s episode.

X Y Z
Starting

Coordinates -160 62 6010

Extend by 120 - 100
End

Coordinates -280 62 6110

X Y Z
Starting

Coordinates -150 32 1650

Extend by 120 - 100
End

Coordinates

X Y Z
Starting

Coordinates 43 56 330

Extend by
End

Coordinates

Student Name:



Conquering Commands
Practice your commands below.
Read the prompts and fill in correct 
commands.
Show the player’s coordinates on screen:

Fill blocks of grass from starting coordinates (0, 0, 0) to end 
coordinates (100, 0, 100):

Set the world’s spawn at the location of the player:

Set the world’s weather to clear:

Student Name:



Plan your Desert Island
Design and build your island to scale.
Use your island plan from Activity 2 to help you.
Use the table below when using build commands.

Use the mock book and quill below to write the beginning
of your story.

X Y Z
Starting 

Coordinates
Extend by

End 
Coordinates

Page 1 of 4 Page 2 of 4

I woke up stranded on a 
desert island. 
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

__ __

Student Name:



Plan your Desert Island
Design and build your island to scale.
Use this cheat sheet to help you build your island. 

Step one: Display your player’s coordinates by using a command.

Step two: Write down your player’s coordinates, as these will be 
your starting coordinates.

Step three: Press either the / button on your keyboard or speech 
bubble on your screen to open your chat & command box.

Step four: Enter the fill command using your starting coordinates 
and your chosen end coordinates, using the blocks you want to use.





▪ Students do not necessarily need a device as the episode is being
played. Devices can be given out when the episode is nearly
finished.

▪ Due to the social issues being discussed it might be a good idea to
notify parents of what will be discussed as some pupils may be
sensitive to these topics or have more questions about them.

▪ Headphones might be a useful tool for students with SEN,
learning difficulties or those with difficulty reading, as this World
contains reading tasks, and the Immersive Reader tool may be very
useful in reading the text aloud for these students.

▪ Because this World is in survival mode pupils will only be able to
access their unlimited inventory in the Lobby, so be sure they have
their formative assessment tools in their hotbar before entering
their respective worlds.

▪ This world can be played in individual mode or multiplayer mode
to suit different classroom contexts.

▪ Prior to starting this episode, it may be beneficial to revise your
school's Acceptable Use Policy or Classroom rules for using the
internet, as external links to websites are integrated into this
Minecraft world.

▪ Please see the 
following page. 

▪ Storytelling : Anti-racism -
How do I bring this work to 
my students? - Microsoft 
Educator Center

(For Teacher)

https://aka.ms/MEEStorytelling
https://aka.ms/IFIM/DreamSpaceTV4


▪ Building Skills
▪ Creativity
▪ Critical Thinking
▪ Communication
▪ Collaboration
▪ Citizenship

▪ Pupils will understand the 
meaning of Good Trouble 
and how John Lewis and
other leaders of social 
justice movements around 
the world have fomented 
social change through
history.

▪ Pupils will understand how 
social justice movements 
around the world and 
through history connect to
one another and have
influenced each other.

▪ Pupils will understand how 
to display a sense of
empathy and understanding
for others as they explore
the reasons for and causes 
of social justice movements.

▪ Pupils will understand how 
to remove bias in reporting 
by documenting the facts as 
they interact with the NPCs
and external sources of 
information.

PDMU
Theme: Self-Awareness 

History
Focus: Interdependence

Communication
Strand: Talking and Listening 

Art and Design
Focus: Create and develop 
ideas using colours, lines, 
shapes, textures and 
patterns



Good Trouble: Lessons in Social Justice explores topics of race, equity,
and social justice. These are complicated subjects that aren’t always
easy to understand or comfortable to confront. The Minecraft:
Education Edition team created this brief guide to help educators
address potential questions that may arise as pupils complete the Good
Trouble Minecraft lessons.

Discussing racism can be a sensitive and challenging subject to
confront. We recommend seeking additional resources online to help
with this based on your classroom needs. We recommend the Teaching
Tolerance Guide ‘Let’s Talk!’ which has tips for educators to prepare
for discussions about race, plan for student conversations, and links to
dozens of other professional development and student resources.

According to an official response from BLM (Bloomberg, 2016) One of
the biggest misconceptions of the BLM Movement is “that we only
care about Black people. We are clear that all lives matter, but we
are living in a world where that’s not actually happening in practice.
So, if we want to get to a place where all lives matter, then we have to
make sure that Black lives matter too.”

The Black Lives Matter Movement exists to raise awareness and the
need for change to support Black lives. To say that Black lives matter is
not to say that other lives do not. In fact, it is to recognize that all lives
do matter and acknowledge that Black people are often treated
differently because of systemic racism among many other things.

Lesson plan sourced from: https://education.minecraft.net/lessons/lessons-in-good-trouble

http://www.tolerance.org/sites/default/files/general/TT%20Difficult%20Conversations%20web.pdf
https://education.minecraft.net/lessons/lessons-in-good-trouble


Please note: This episode is purposely shortened to give teachers and
pupils the time they need to focus on the different worlds in Good
Trouble. We are leaving this episode open for teacher’s judgement on
what you feel would be most important to explore for you as a class.
You as the teacher could divide up the class into different worlds or
decide to explore one world together.

This is the introductory lesson in a series about Good Trouble,
based on the life and teachings of Civil Right activist and U.S.
Congressman John Lewis. In this lesson, pupils will learn about
different social justice movements from around the world and
through time.

Consider local or regionally relevant social justice movements to include
in a discussion as it relates to topics explored in this lesson. Pre-teach
social justice movements, activists, activism, protests

• Women’s suffrage
• Indian independence
• Civil Rights Movement
• Anti-Apartheid
• Girls Education
• Black Lives Matter

Lesson plan sourced from: https://education.minecraft.net/lessons/lessons-in-good-trouble

https://education.minecraft.net/lessons/lessons-in-good-trouble


What do you think when you hear the word trouble?
What do you think it means to get into good trouble?

You can begin the lesson by sharing this short video of John Lewis
sharing his story about getting in good trouble:
https://aka.ms/GoodTroubleVideo pupils will participate in a class
discussion about what it means to get into Good Trouble. Within that 
discussion, pupils will also address how protests and social justice
movements are an integral part of human rights.

Have pupils enter the Good Trouble World to meet NPC Congressman
John Lewis who will escort pupils through the Good Trouble World
and introduce pupils to other activists (NPCs) who have gotten into
good trouble around the world.

Pupils will look for characters in the world with yellow name labels
over their heads and right-click to read what they have to say. Please
note: There are some student activities in the world which pertain to
future lessons.

For this lesson, pupils will take notes (Book and Quill) as they learn
about John Lewis and other social justice leaders, recording what the
movements set out to achieve, the names of the leaders, where it
took place, and examples of how the leaders were catalysts for Good
Trouble from content in Minecraft as well as links to articles and
videos in the game.

Lesson plan sourced from:
https://education.minecraft.net/lessons/lessons-in-good-trouble

https://aka.ms/GoodTroubleVideo
https://education.minecraft.net/lessons/lessons-in-good-trouble


Now that you have learned about John Lewis, Good Trouble, and Social
Justice Movements, in your Book and Quill provide an example of how
you have gotten into good trouble standing up for someone else. Be
sure to take a selfie next to the NPC that resonates with you most and
add your selfie to your Good Trouble Journal.

Pupils will close the lesson by sharing their reflection either in person or
through a video recording of their experience in the Good Trouble
world.
• How can you be a good activist in your community?
• How can you get into good trouble?
• Have you ever gotten into good trouble where you stood up for

someone else? If so, describe your experience.

• How have social justice movements affected individuals and
society?

• What impact did various social justice movements have on other
similar social justice movements?

• How have social movements excluded certain groups?
• Pupil could curate a list of resources via Wakelet, further exploring

social justice movements, different activists, protests, etc.
• These curations can be a class collaboration to bring together

more resources for further investigation.
• Pupils could create a presentation (i.e. PowerPoint or Sway) for their

peers that goes in depth on one activist, protest, or social justice
movement.



Activist- Someone who brings about political or social change
through acts such as campaigning or protests.

Protest- Publicly objecting to something through actions such as
marching, chanting, holding signs, etc.

Counterprotest- Publicly moving in opposition to a protest through
action.

Social Justice Movement- A group of people taking action to bring
about the human and civil rights of all people, including equal rights
and equal opportunities.

Human Rights- Basic rights that all humans should possess.

Civil rights- Rights that humans possess for equal rights and
opportunities regardless of sex, race, sexual preference, religion, etc.

Racism- Most simply understood as someone behaving differently to
another person based on the colour of their skin or culture.

Equality- The same opportunities, rights and responsibilities for all
members of society regardless of their race, gender, sexual
preference, religion, etc.

Tolerance- Having an understanding with and being okay that
someone else may think differently than you even if you don’t
approve of it.

Oppression- When a group of people are treated unfairly by someone
who holds a place of power (policies, laws, etc.).

Catalyst- A person or thing that causes an event or a change to
happen.



Finished this episode’s challenge and worksheets?

Check out the worlds below to explore some of this episode’s topics in
more detail. Each link will bring you to a page on the Minecraft:
Education Edition site, where you can download the world file.

Pupils will work together to create 
museum galleries depicting the 
different identities of Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr.

https://aka.ms/MEEWHOISDRMLKJR

TWELVE Minecraftian Families in 
need and your pupils empathize, 
listen and help! Awesomeness!

https://aka.ms/MEEEMPATHYEDUCATIONEXPERIENCE

It’s time to hold up a mirror and 
learn more about who you are, what 
shapes you, and how others may 
view you.

https://aka.ms/MEETHEIINIDENTITY

https://aka.ms/MEEWHOISDRMLKJR
https://aka.ms/MEEEMPATHYEDUCATIONEXPERIENCE
https://aka.ms/MEETHEIINIDENTITY


Understanding Good Trouble
Q.1 What do you think of when you hear the word trouble?

Q. 2 What do you think the term Good Trouble could mean?

Q. 3 What do you think empathy means?

Q. 4 Have you ever been in Good trouble?

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Student Name:



Street Art Murals
John Lewis noted the importance of street art to BLM.
Use the grid below to plan some street art of your own.
Be sure to only use colours found in the chest.
Don’t forget your scale when planning!

Scale: Square = Minecraft Block(s)

Chest X

Student Name:



Good Trouble Diary
Pick one movement and track what you learnt.
Share what you learnt with your friends.
Find out what movement your friends investigated.

Good Trouble Reflection.

Name of the 
movement

Goal of this movement

Leaders of this 
movement

Location of this 
movement

Reasons for why this is 
an example of Good 

Trouble

How can you get into Good Trouble?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Student Name:





▪ Some pupils may find some of the coding tasks difficult, but the 
visual resources in this booklet (particularly the visual images of 
the code), will assist class teachers in catering for these students or 
others who find the tasks difficult. Lots of pupils will have the 
opportunity to shine in this lesson, particularly those who 
participate in after school coding clubs or who use Minecraft 
regularly. 

▪ Displaying the code for this episode in this booklet on the 
interactive whiteboard will assist differentiation, younger classes 
and children with SEN to complete the activities outlined in this 
lesson.

▪ As this lesson is based on coding, it may be beneficial to group 
students according to experience with coding/using Minecraft, 
using mixed ability groupings etc.

▪ It may be beneficial to hand out devices after the activity involving 
the Activity 2 worksheet.

▪ Climates & Weather
▪ Habitats
▪ The equator
▪ Using keyboard and 

mouse / IT. Skills

▪ Coding: The method of 
giving a computer 
instructions to perform 
a specific task. You may 
hear coding referred to 
as software 
programming also.

https://aka.ms/IFIM/DreamSpaceTV5


▪ Building Skills
▪ Creativity
▪ Critical Thinking
▪ Communication
▪ Collaboration
▪ Coding and Logical Thinking

▪ Pupils will learn about the 
Equator, colder climates
and the animals that live
there.

▪ Pupils will learn how to
establish a connection and
move between Minecraft:
Education Edition and Code
Builder.

▪ Pupils will complete
selected Tutorial Activities
to explore their
understanding of coding in
Minecraft: Education
Edition.

▪ Pupils will learn about
different coding terms such
as loops and nested loops.

▪ Pupils will manipulate
their own code to
create/modify a unique
result in any one of their
Agent coding activities.

▪ Pupils will learn
how/where to locate
additional resources in
support of next steps.

Geography
Strand: Natural environments 

Science
Strand: Living things

Mathematics
Strand: Measures

Communication                  
Strand: Writing



What is Coding and Why is it Important?

Coding is a set of instructions that we give to a computer so that it
can solve a problem or complete a task.

Coding drives innovation: From self-driving cars to robot-assisted
surgery to social media, computer science is revolutionizing every
aspect of our lives. Coding is a fundamental skill that pupils need to
learn so they can lead this movement. Coding allows pupils to be
creative problem-solvers: They can create projects that do really
amazing things.

Coding builds confidence: It is incredibly empowering for children to
be able to create projects and show them off to family and friends.
Coding is best learned early: Learning to code is similar to learning a
second language. The earlier that children are exposed to fundamental
topics like sequencing, loops, and conditionals, the more deeply they
absorb these concepts. Coding translates to success in other areas.
Learning to program supports learning in other areas, like math,
reading, and science.

Coding allows pupils to explore basic Computer Science terminology
and may contribute to greater interest in Computer Science as a future
career. For all pupils to be future-ready, we should try to empower
them with the literacy of today and tomorrow. All pupils are familiar
with popular apps like Facebook, YouTube, and Snapchat but do they
understand the algorithms and code base embedded in them to make
connections to the world. The skills of reasoning, logic, computational
thinking, and structure of a programming language can prepare our
pupils for not just technical jobs in the future but to bring their ideas to
life to make the world better via technology. Introducing coding early
in their academic career might also address the gender and diversity
gap in the tech industry.

Source: www.tynker.com

http://www.tynker.com/


We refer to lessons in which students are not working on a computer as
“unplugged.” Students will often work with pencil and paper or physical
manipulatives. These are intentionally placed kinesthetic opportunities
that help students digest complicated concepts in ways that relate to
their own lives.

Unplugged lessons are particularly useful for building and maintaining
a collaborative classroom environment, and they are useful touchstone
experiences you can refer to when introducing more abstract concepts.
They are also useful as warm up prior to taking part in a lesson based
on coding or computer science.

Source: https://code.org/curriculum/unplugged

Check out a sample unplugged activity below which you can use on the
board with your class prior to episode five. This activity will showcase to
pupils the importance of sequencing and algorithms. Find a larger
version for you to display on the board here.

Use the arrows above to create a series of steps that will get our Agent to 
the diamond pickaxe! Be sure to avoid the blocks in your way.

https://code.org/curriculum/unplugged
https://aka.ms/AgentAlgorithmChallenge


When coding in Minecraft: Education Edition: a new character called
the “Agent" will appear in the world near your player once Code
Connection has been launched.

This new Agent will share your players name: “AmandaJ Agent”, this
Agent can help complete routine and repetitive tasks such as building
walls and farming in Minecraft through the use of coding.

Pupils can launch Code Builder using the following steps: Press “C”
if using a mouse/keyboard OR press the icon next to pause/
chat on the top centre of the screen while on touch.

Select MakeCode as your coding option (this is the code editor
used by the Dream Space team)

Block coding is a great way for pupils to learn how to code, categories
(as seen below) are colour coded making it easy to follow tutorials.
Teacher Tip: Block coding works like Lego, the blocks of code should easily
fit together.



Teleport Agent to Player

The agent cannot move for itself; it needs to be told where to go. With
the agent teleport to player command, it means that pupils have a quick
way to move or even find their agent.

The “on chat command” block allows pupils to give commands. Here
we have called the command “agent” which means to get this code to
run we must press “T” to talk or press the speech bubble on a
touchscreen device, and type in the word “agent”. Our code will then
run.

Now any time I need to find my
agent or move my agent's location
to beside me, all I have to do is run
the “agent”
command.



Agent Walk Forward by Ten

This command is different to teleport. Now we are getting the agent to
walk around by a specific number of steps. Again, we are going to need
a chat command for this and this time we will call it “walk”.

Inside this chat command we are going to tell the agent to move
forward by ten, but this can be any number.

Once the code looks like the example above its time to run the code. So
again, press “T” to talk or the speech bubble on touchscreen and type
in your chat command which is “walk”

Teacher Tip: Unlike the build commands we learnt about in episode 3,
the chat commands we are working with while coding do not start with
the “/” key. If you are having trouble getting your coded chat command
to work, make sure there is no “/” before hitting enter.



Agent Access Inventory

We want our Agent to build for us, therefore they will need items in
their inventory. To do this we right click on the Agent or if you’re on a
touch screen touch and hold the Agent and press open.

The Agents inventory will be empty.

Agent Inventory

Your Inventory

Please note: If you want your Agent to have a specific block, you
need to make sure you have it first so you can click and drag it into 
their inventory.

As mentioned in the episode the
block you want the Agent to build
with must be placed first in the
inventory.



Please note: Make sure you change false to true on the place on
move block. True means "yes do this", and false "means don’t do
this". True and false in coding are called Booleans.

“T” to talk or speech bubble and type in
your command which this time is “line”
and watch your agent build a wall!

Agent Build Wall

Here we are getting our Agent to walk in a line and as they walk, place a
block which we can use to create a wall. Remember, we will need a new
chat command for this too, here we have called it “line”. The sequence
of this code is important. We first need to tell the Agent to place while
they move, and then ask them to move forward.



Agent Build a Fence

We have already built a line using our Agent, so now we need our
Agent to continue this by building a square.
Remember you are building a fence so pupils may need to give
their Agent a fence from their inventory.

Here in the code, we can see
some instructions are
repeated more than once,
this means we can use a
loop to condense our code.
Both ways are correct, just
one is more efficient.

Please note: There is more
than one way to solve this
problem, pupils may take a
different approach and that is
ok!



Agent Build a Snow Hut

This is where the pupils will really have to use their critical thinking
skills. If possible, getting them to act out directions and movements
as if they’re the Agent can help them problem solve.

Remember the Agent is building a snow hut so pupils will need to make
sure the Agent has the suitable materials!



Spawn Polar Bears

A Dream Space favourite! For this task pupils are asked to spawn an
animal (polar bears in this case) into their world. This can be completed
by the following code:

Using the “mob” category take out the coding block “spawn animal”.
Using the arrow, you can pick the animal you want.

The coordinates ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 means spawn at your exact location. If we
change the middle coordinate (Y) we can make our animals rain from
the sky (which the pupils find so much fun)
Please note: Don’t use anything over 20 as this can actually harm the
animals!

Encourage the pupils to make multiple polar bears spawn, let them try
to figure this out for themselves. It can be done by using a loop as
above.



Spawning Animals

It can be tempting for pupils, when they figure out using the loop can
spawn thousands of animals in a second, to misuse it. This can
sometimes cause the computer to slow down. From experience
keeping it to <100 animals works fine.

Also as said before, when making it rain animals keeping the Y axis
below 20 blocks high is a good idea as to not hurt the animals.

Teleporting Agent

This command can be really useful and it would be recommended that
anytime the agent is building something new that the player walks to a
new location with space and then teleports the Agent there so they can
complete their build in a new empty space.

Code Builder

When the agent is carrying out a build the student should not click back
into code builder as this will stop the build. While the agent is building,
pupils can be working on the next aspect of their project on paper or by
walking around the world or biome and checking out what they would
like to do next.



Finished this episode’s challenge and worksheets?

Check out the worlds below to explore some of this episode’s topics in
more detail. Each link will bring you to a page on the Minecraft:
Education Edition site, where you can download the world file.

Learn more how to use Sequencing 
in blocks, JavaScript and Python with 
MakeCode Coding Editor.

https://aka.ms/MEESEQUENCING

Learn more how to use For Loops in 
blocks, JavaScript and Python with 
MakeCode Coding Editor.

https://aka.ms/MEEFORLOOPSNESTEDLOOPS

Learn more how to use Conditionals 
in blocks, JavaScript and Python with 
MakeCode Coding Editor.

https://aka.ms/MEECONDITIONALS

https://aka.ms/MEESEQUENCING
https://aka.ms/MEEFORLOOPSNESTEDLOOPS
https://aka.ms/MEECONDITIONALS


Coding Mind Map
Write down everything you know about coding.

Can you name some countries that have a cold climate?

1

2

3

4

Student Name:



Ice Biome Area
Use the grid below to plan your area.
Be sure to keep things square to help us when coding.
Label your hut, fence and anything you want to build!

Perimeter = m Area = m²

Student Name:



Challenge Completed 
Teleport agent to player

Agent walk ten steps
Agent access inventory

Agent build a line
Agent build a fence

Agent build a snow hut
Spawn Polar Bears

Coding Challenge Checklist

On chat 
command “                             “

Coding Challenge
Write the instructions needed for your agent to walk
in a square in the block of code below.

Student Name:





▪ Building Skills
▪ Creativity
▪ Critical Thinking
▪ Communication
▪ Collaboration
▪ Coding and Logical Thinking

▪ Pupils will learn about
their local area, they will
research people in their
town, draw maps, and
learn about what the area
might need in order to
become more
sustainable.

▪ Pupils will learn about
sustainability and what 
it means to be
sustainable.

▪ Pupils will work together
collaboratively to design a
sustainable version of their
local area or town.

▪ Pupils will enter a
competition on
completion of their build.

Communication
Strand: Talking and Listening 

Geography
Strand: Environmental awareness
and care

History
Focus: Change Over Time

S.P.H.E
Theme: Learning to Live As Members 
of the Community

https://aka.ms/IFIM/DreamSpaceTV6


Red Amber Green

Video Presentation

20 marks

- Exceeded 3 minutes.

- Didn’t showcase 
learning or 
sustainable features 
of their local area in 
the future within the 
video.

-Narration did not 
clearly outline the 
project

- Does not exceed 3 
minutes.

-Only showcased some 
features of the project 
and the sustainable 
additions to the local 
area. 

-Clear narration using 
text or voice but lacking 
in explanation in some 
areas.

- Does not exceed 3 
minutes.

-Showcases all key 
features of the 
project and 
sustainable additions 
made to the local 
area.

- Excellent, clear & 
comprehensive 
narration using text 
or voice.

Your video showcased the following:
Research

15 marks

Will show lack of 
research.

Shows some 
research into either 
(i) your local area 
today or (ii) the 
impact of 
sustainable activities.

Shows research into 
both the local area and 
the impact of the 
included sustainable 
activities. 

Collaboration

15 marks

Little evidence of 
collaboration.

Evidence that pupils 
have worked 
together but unclear 
on which tasks.

Highly evident that 
teams have worked 
together with 
clarification on how 
that work was divided. 

Creativity

20 marks

Little evidence of 
original ideas. 

Evidence of some 
new ideas.

Strong evidence of 
innovative and creative 
thinking within the 
world.

Building (and build 
commands)

20 marks

Basic level of build 
shown.

Very good buildings 
developed or 
inclusion of build 
commands.

Both buildings and use 
of build commands are 
included at a high 
standard. 

Coding

10 marks

Little or no coding 
evident.

Small level of code 
used (1- 4 
commands)

Coding shown for 
specific areas and 
included >4 
commands. 

Total (100 marks)



This episode starts with a reflection over the past five weeks, pupils are
provided with worksheets where they can brainstorm and discuss what
they have learnt across the following areas:

• Minecraft
• Skills
• Subject Areas

Answers to the above could include but are not limited to:

Minecraft
- Basic skills: moving, placing blocks, accessing inventory,

multiplayer, accessing worlds and biomes.
- Commands: build commands and regular commands such as “set

world spawn”, “show coordinates”, “always day”, “weather clear”,
“fill”.

- Coordinates: Learning about X,Y and Z.
- Coding: How to use MakeCode block coding in Minecraft.

Skills
- Collaboration
- Problem solving
- Communication
- Spatial awareness
- Creativity
- Logic and reasoning

Subjects Areas
- See curriculum guide



There are several meanings for the word sustainability, some of which
include ideas like maintain, support, endure, and withstand. By the
1980’s the word came to be used most commonly to refer to
maintaining the world we live in. The underlying idea behind
sustainability is that we must act responsibly about the products we
consume in order to be able to support the billions of people on this
planet forever.

There are a limited number of resources in the world that humans
must extract from the very earth in order to produce houses, cars,
computers, and pretty much everything else. When we use the word
sustainability to mean maintain, it means to maintain it forever. This is
because our actions have a lasting effect on the environment, and we
should protect it for our future generations.

Source: https://mocomi.com/sustainability/

Lifestyle
This is your choice, and you can change it. For example, when you go
to the supermarket, make sure you always carry a reusable bag. This
way the shopkeeper does not have to give you many plastic bags.

Fixing
If your watch, or a toy, or a camera is broken or not working, try
getting it fixed before you buy yourself a new one.

Recycle
Try and be conscious about the things around you. When you consume
something, see if you can re-use it later.

https://mocomi.com/sustainability/


We know it’s not just the actions we take today that will change the
world, but how we teach pupils to have a sense of stewardship for
the planet.

To help you teach pupils about sustainability, the Minecraft: Education
Edition team have assembled six new lessons in a brand new
Minecraft: Education Edition world. These lessons are designed to
show sustainable processes at work in our daily lives.

Please note: These lessons don’t need to be explored in full, they can
be used as a starting point for discussion.

The Sustainability City lessons explore a wide range of issues, including
the components of a sustainable home, managing waste products,
clean electricity generation, responsible forestry, and more. We hope
that pupils will gain the skills to look around them and realize that
the fight against climate change and habitat loss isn’t impossible—
building a sustainable future actually empowers the economy and
quality of life.

Find resources on sustainability at: 
https://aka.ms/meesustainability

Sourced from: https://aka.ms/meesustainability

https://aka.ms/meesustainability
https://aka.ms/meesustainability


Sustainable Food Production
Pupils could build a farm, a waste facility, and a recycling plant, by
doing this they’ll learn that the food they purchase is made up of
multiple products and services, and each should be sustainable.

Outflow Order
Pupils could learn about the mysterious and interesting world of
water treatment and what happens to water outflow. By learning
this they’ll discover how water gets from their drains to the
treatment plant, how biosolids contribute to fertilizer, and how
treated water returns to their homes.

It’s Good to be Green
Pupils could study or visit their local recycling plant, then explore the
landfill and waste-to-energy plant. Through these experiences,
they’ll find out what materials are recyclable and what happens to
materials
that aren’t. Pupils can also learn about energy generation with
recyclable material and sustainable landfills. This will help inform
their build.

Dependable Forests
Pupils can visit a sustainable forest in Minecraft, starting at a
lumberyard where they’ll see stored lumber intended for buildings,
paper, or yard material. Then they hike into the woods to see what a
40-year sustainable forest cycle looks like. The journey continues
down a trail where learners encounter a conservationist and a local
hiker.
Throughout their trek, pupils will come to understand the social,
economic, and environmental impacts of responsible forestry.

Sourced from: https://aka.ms/meesustainability

https://aka.ms/meesustainability


Sustainable Home
Pupils visits a home built using sustainable materials and explores the
features that contribute to efficiency. Pupils make connections with
other areas of the city where the house’s materials originate.
Throughout the experience, they’ll come to understand the
complexities of creating a sustainable home and what they can do to
contribute to energy efficiency.

Alternative Energy
Pupils can explore a hydropower plant in Minecraft Education Edition,
learning how it works from friendly non-player characters. Once they‘ve
passed through the plant, they climb a ladder to explore wind power
and even have a chance to restart one of the turbines for the plant’s
workers! Finally, learners hop into a minecart to travel the power lines
and see how the plant powers the entire city.

Find resources & worlds on sustainability at: 
https://aka.ms/meesustainability

Sourced from: https://aka.ms/meesustainability

https://aka.ms/meesustainability
https://aka.ms/meesustainability


Want to get some practice in before working on your submission?

Check out the worlds below to explore some of the competition’s topics
in more detail. Each link will bring you to a page on the Minecraft:
Education Edition site, where you can download the world file.

Pupils explore a sustainably built 
home.

https://aka.ms/MEESUSTAINABLEHOME

By redesigning our class to be more 
energy efficient we can help our 
oceans, forests, atmosphere and 
waterways return to full health.

https://aka.ms/MEESUSTAINABLESCHOOLS

This lesson is designed to depict 
basic farming methods for 
sustainable farming using Minecraft: 
Education Edition tools.

https://aka.ms/MEESUSTAINABLEFARMING

https://aka.ms/MEESUSTAINABLEHOME
https://aka.ms/MEESUSTAINABLESCHOOLS
https://aka.ms/MEESUSTAINABLEFARMING


Minecraft: Education Edition Reflection
What have you learnt about M:EE over the last 5 episodes?

What subjects did we cover? What skills have we learnt?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Student Name:



Getting to know sustainability
What does it mean to be sustainable?

How can we be more sustainable?

Identify what activities below are sustainable or
unsustainable.

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

Activity Sustainable or 
Unsustainable Why?

Using fossil fuels

Composting

Cutting down tress

Student Name:



Project Workbook
Pupils will be provided with a booklet to get them started on
their project.

Task 1: My Local Area Research
In this task pupils should take pictures of their local area / download
photos online of their local area / learn facts and place the information
inside the boxes. This will give them a foundation knowledge about
their area and what it has, therefore informing what it may need.

Task 2: My Local Area Map
Here pupils will draw a map using different colour keys to highlight
different aspects of their area or town. They can use a map from online
or take a walk around their local area and note down some key findings.

Task 3: Learn about my Local Area
In this task pupils will be asked to interview a person that has lived in
the area a long time. They are asked to come up with some questions
that they think will be important to inform their build.

Task 4: Research Sustainable Areas
Here pupils will be provided the opportunity to research some
already sustainable towns and learn about what makes them
sustainable for example: adequate housing, sustainable schools.

Task 5: Brainstorm
As a class, it is time to write down the features you want to include in
your competition build.

Task 6: Plan Your Build
At this stage, the teacher should split the class into groups and give
them a feature to build as discussed in the brainstorm. Now they can
plan their build and start designing what they want the feature to look
like

Project Resources



My Local Area Research
Fill in the squares with photos, drawings, or facts about
your local area.

Student Name:



My Local Area Map
Draw a map of your local area, remember to mark any
important features.

Grassland Buildings Water
Area

Road and
Path



Learn About Your Local Area
Interview somebody that has lived in your local area for a
long time. Use the space below to write some questions
that will help you understand what your local area needs.
Remember to keep sustainability in mind.

Question 1: 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Question 2: 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Question 3:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Question 4:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________



Research Sustainable Areas
As a class, research sustainable areas and write down 
ways in which these areas or towns have become more 
sustainable. 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________



Brainstorm
After researching what sustainable towns look like, its now
time as a class to decide what features you want your build
to have. For example: adequate housing, sustainable
homes, recycling centre. Write them in the shapes below.



Plan Your Build
The teacher has now split you into groups and given your
group a certain feature of the local area to work on
together. Use this sheet to plan your build.

Materials: _





In episode one the Dream Space team bring you through how to
navigate around your world in Minecraft: Education Edition. The team
use WASD to move and right and left click to place and destroy
blocks. You may not have access to a mouse and using a trackpad to
left and right click can sometimes be tricky especially for younger
pupils who are only beginning to work on devices.

This is where re-mapping controls can be extremely useful. Simply go
into settings, click on controller and chose the layout you want to
change.

Please note: When changing left and right click to a button, “K” and “L”
are most times used instead, as they are beside each other on the
keyboard close to where the right-hand sits, leaving the left hand free to
use WASD.





▪ When using multiplayer, we build on land that we have claimed
for ourselves. This land must be a reasonable distance from other
peoples builds! Use 1minute of Minecraft walking distance as a
guide or ask teacher for advice on where to build!

▪ If you want to build nearer, or with anyone else – you need to ask
first and get their permission.

▪ We are a community of explorers and builders who work together
with kindness and honesty.

▪ We will not take resources (things) such as materials, objects, tools,
dyes, food, flowers, wood that other people have collected.

▪ We will not loot other people’s chests or take any objects from their
builds.

▪ We will not use mods or resource packs that give us an unfair
advantage (e.g., Xray mod etc).

▪ We will tell the truth and understand we will be asked to leave the
game world if we cannot.

▪ We will help other people learn how to build. We will tell them 
(kindly!) if we are too busy to help.

▪ We will share information if we have it.
▪ Pupils new to Minecraft might make mistakes more than 

experienced pupils! We will show patience and kindness and help 
everyone to be successful!



▪ We will respect each other’s build and work.
▪ We will not damage anything others have made.
▪ We will be positive and caring towards each other.
▪ We will not attack or hurt other players on purpose. If we

accidentally hit another player, we will apologize and return any
item that we collect from them immediately.

▪ We will not use mean words.
▪ We will treat all users in our mines and on our build site with

kindness and respect.
▪ We will not share the join codes or worlds of other worlds in our

any chats, social media groups, or anything similar. This is a safety
precaution for us all.

▪ Pupils who break the classroom contract will receive a warning
for their first mistake, and the teacher will give them some help to
remember how to follow our agreed rules.

▪ Pupils who repeatedly break the rules will be given a time out and
will not be able to login for an agreed period of time (usually 1
day, 1 week or 1 month). Only teachers can issue a timeout.

▪ Anyone who is not respecting others will be asked to take a break
from the game. It is not acceptable to be unkind to others – even
if you are angry or upset.

Student Signature: ___________________________________________

Date: ___________________________

Sourced: Community Charter | Massively @ jokaydia!

https://massively.jokaydia.com/community-charter/


Now that the team leader has
hosted a world the rest of the
pupils can join by logging on to
Minecraft and clicking “Join
World”. Our next step is to enter 
the password that the team 
leader has provided, and the 
other pupils will spawn into the
world!
Minecraft Classroom Mode

This is an extension that teachers can use to keep track of their
pupils while they work collaboratively in a Minecraft: Education
Edition world. You can download it by searching “Minecraft 
Classroom Mode Download”.

With Classroom Mode, you can access a range of features especially
designed to interact with pupils while hosting a multiplayer game
by managing settings from a central user interface.

As a teacher you can:

• Pause the game for all players: This allows an educator to pause 
a game completely for all users. This can come in extremely useful 
when needing to get the classes attention back without them being 
distracted by the screen.

• Disables chat for all players: When enabled, this allows players in 
your world to communicate with each other within the world they 
are in via the client. This is off by default.

• Perfect weather: Need a day with always sunny skies and no rain? 
Use this switch to turn it on, otherwise your players will experience 
a usual amount of weather with occasional rain (and other weather 
effects). This is off by default.

https://educommunity.minecraft.net/hc/en-us/articles/360047555531-How-To-Set-Up-A-Multiplayer-Game-


• Allow mobs: This is on by default. These are
living, moving creatures found within the 
Minecraft world. Friendly (creatures like 
chickens and ocelots) and not so friendly 
mobs (creatures like creepers) can appear in 
the world when this is turned on.

• Allow destructive items: This is on by 
default. As an example, when enabled, 
players may use TNT near others. You may 
also use specialty blocks (allow, deny, 
border) to help limit potential damage.

• Players can take damage: This is on by 
default. This means players can take 
damage from the environment and mobs.

• Prohibit world modification: This is off by
default. You can also use the “worldbuilder” 
permission to control individual building
permissions within a world.

• Allow players to damage each other: This 
is on by default. When on, players will be able 
to cause damage to each other, including 
“friendly fire” and intentional behaviour.

The Player Roster has a color-coded 
list of players in that world.

Educators can teleport players
around a world. You can use the 
map with right-click (“teleport all 
here”), drag and drop players, or to 
move student only (if they’re not 
supposed to be where they are) then 
simply drag and drop the student
on the map

https://educommunity.minecraft.net/hc/en-us/articles/360047116652-Get-Started-with-Classroom-Mode-

